SUCCESS FORMULA

The "Success Formula" film consists of two closely interrelated projects: a
documentary film and a feature film.
Here we present, for your attention, the Documentary part of the project.

A film where famous athletes - World and Olympic Champions, athletes, chess players, scientists, artists talk about
their path to success.
Success Formula conducts research based on several hundred interviews taken over 7 years with famous
Hollywood actors, directors, and outstanding figures of art in order to obtain a universal formula for success that
humanity may eventually be able to use.
The film is trying to to find out what the main elements of the Success Formula are. Is there such a formula? Which
element in this formula is the basic or main component on which success depends? The first 60 minutes of the
series of the film conducts a global study in the field of «What are the basic elements of the Success Formula itself?»
Outstanding athletes, chess players, scientists, artists, mastering the minds of millions, move humanity forward in
evolutionary development. And this is a success of the highest order.
These great people share with us how to achieve success. Is there a Formula for Success? If so, can it be taken out?
Can it be used for all people?
These and many other questions of interest to all mankind will be raised and investigated in the next six episodes
of the film:
Knowledge of patterns, typical positions, and in life typical situations is it limited or not? Is this knowledge of
typical situations the basic building blocks of any success?
And if this is so, then are there "Super short" and "Super fast ways" of studying these positions, or these situations,
or any huge amount of information in order to ensure success in any area of e.g. life, science, sports and arts?
Knowledge, Intelligence, Memory, Information can all this only help or does it sometimes start to get in the way?
When is the moment that it gets in the way?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• Success Formula, budgeted at $1,200,000.
• Production Companies: Intellect Pictures (USA, Canada).
https://www.imdb.com/search/title/?companies=co0547069
• Duration - The documentary is divided into six logically interconnected episodes of 60 minutes each,
for the purpose of showing on World TV channels
• Languages: Chinese, English, Russian, Spanish, French, German, Italian
• The film will be aggressively submitted to the prestigious international film festivals circuit to gain
nominations and critical acclaim.
• A thoughtful distribution strategy including engagement with foreign sales agents, world
distributors, and VOD outlets throughout the development, pre and post-production phases.
• The historical significance – Success Formula will be significant for the history of Cinema showing
the last 7 ears of our epoch, thanks to innovation, artistic merit, and technical innovation. The same
group of questions were asked to different successful chess players during 7 years 2014 - 2021. The
film has more then 7 different locations including: China, USA, Canada, Europe, Russia, Africa,
Singapure.
• The cultural influence - influence on popular culture of the world.
• Genre: Documentary / Biography / Sport / History / Family
• Business: e-commerce, action and intellectual movie.
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PRE-PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION
Intellect Pictures is a film production, finance and distribution Corporation based in Los Angeles and
Toronto.
https://www.imdb.com/search/title/?companies=co0547069
Intellect Pictures is now distributing more than 85 of the best international films all around the world.
Intellect Pictures representing and featuring the work of filmmakers from these countries: UK,
Belgium, Holland, France, Austria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Greece, USA, Canada, Australia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines, China, India, Russia, Ukraine, Japan, Egypt,South Africa, Turkey.
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Actor Plays Self: Leonardo DiCaprio
Actor | Producer | Writer
Nominated for 5 Oscars. Won 1 Oscar.
Another 100 wins & 252 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Brad Pitt
Producer | Actor | Executive
Nominated for 6 Oscars. Won 2 Oscars.
Another 120 wins & 214 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Robert Anthony De Niro
Actor | Producer | Director
Won 2 Oscars. Another 65 wins & 133
nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Keanu Reeves
Actor | Producer | Director
13 wins & 33 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Al Pacino
Actor | Producer | Director
Nominated for 9 Oscars. Won 1 Oscar.
Another 52 wins & 122 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Martin Scorsese
Producer | Director | Actor
Nominated for 10 Oscars. Won 1 Oscar.
Another 169 wins & 280 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Quentin Tarantino
Writer | Actor | Producer
Nominated for 5 Oscars. Won 2 Oscar.
Another 171 wins & 285 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Steven Spielberg
Producer | Writer | Director
Nominated for 14 Oscars. Won 3 Oscar.
Another 192 wins & 208 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Woody Allen
Writer | Director | Actor
Nominated for 19 Oscars. Won 3 Oscar.
Another 145 wins & 226 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Jim Carrey
Actor | Writer | Producer
51 wins & 99 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Tom Cruise
Actor | Producer | Director
Nominated for 3 Oscars.
Another 54 wins & 85 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Jackie Chan
Producer | Actor | Stunts
47 wins & 50 nominations.

Actress Plays Self: Jennifer Aniston
Actress | Producer | Director
43 wins & 91 nominations

Actress Plays Self: Julia Roberts
Actress | Producer | Soundtrack
Nominated for 4 Oscars.
Another 61 wins & 107 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Johnny Depp
Actor | Producer | Director
Nominated for 3 Oscars.
Another 79 wins & 153 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Guy Ritchie
Writer | Director | Producer
8 wins & 11 nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Jason Statham
Actor | Producer | Stunts
1 wins and 7 nominations

Actor Plays Self: Nicolas Cage
Actor | Producer | Director
Won 1 Oscar. Another 44 wins & 71
nominations.

Actor Plays Self: Madonna
49 wins & 109 nominations.

Actor Plays Self : Justin Timberlake
Nominated for 1 Oscar.
Another 55 wins & 130 nominations.

Magnus Carlsen
World Chess Champion.

Jan-krzysztof Duda
Won the Polish Championship in 2018
and the Chess World Cup in 2021.

Peter Svidler
Russian chess grandmaster and an eighttime Russian Chess Champion

Sam Shankland
Won the U.S. Chess Championship in 2018

Daniil Dubov
Russian chess grandmaster.
Won
the
World
Rapid
Championship in 2018

Ian Nepomniachtchi
Won the 2010 and 2020 Russian
Superfinal and the 2010 European
Individual titles

Chess

Cristiano Ronaldo
Portuguese professional footballer.
Won 32 trophies in his career.

Wladimir Klitschko
Ukrainian former professional boxer.
Held the world heavyweight championship
twice.

Maria Sharapova
Russian former world No. 1 tennis player.

Alex Davidson
Director | Producer | Writer
Founded the company
Pictures in 2011.

Angelina Derbane
Additional Crew | Editor

Intellect

Julian Lim
Director | Producer | Writer
Experienced in DocumentaryDrama, TV-Series and News.

Editor: Pavel Pankov
Has written many films
over the years.

Producer: Nikolai Maevskii
Participated in creation of
the film "Success Formula"

Editor: Andrew Harris

Actor Plays Self: Timur Gareyev

Timur Gareyev
Timur Gareyev (sometimes spelled Gareev; born March 3,
1988) is an American chess grandmaster. He was born in
Tashkent to Tatar parents. Gareyev was a part of the
University of Texas at Brownsville's chess team from
August 2005 to August 2006 and from August 2009 to
December 2011 where he helped the university obtain its
first national championship along with other collegiate
honors. In 2007, he tied for first with Vladimir Egin and
Anton Filippov in the Uzbekistani Chess Championship.
Gareyev has participated in two Chess Olympiads: 2004
Calvià, Spain and 2006 Turin, Italy. Gareyev won the 20th
Annual Chicago Open and the 11th Metropolitan Chess
FIDE Invitational tournament.
Gareyev graduated with B.A. degree in Business Marketing
from the University of Texas at Brownsville. He lived and
promoted chess in Southern California but now lives in
Kansas.
Gareyev won the North American Open 2012 and tied for
third in the U.S. Chess Championship 2013. He won the
U.S. Open with an 8-1 clear-first-place score in 2018.
Gareyev's simultaneous blindfold chess record includes a
19-game blindfold simul in Cypress, Texas, September
2012, a 27-game (set in stages) simul in Hawaii Dec 2012, a
33-game (set in stages) match in St Louis, May 2013 and a
world record 48-board simul in Las Vegas, on December 4,
2016.
Gareyev's win in the 2018 US Open qualified him for a
place in the 2019 U.S. Chess Championship, where he
finished in a three-way tie for 9th place out of a field of 12.
In 2020, Gareyev won first place in the 27th annual
Western Class Championship tied with John Daniel

PROJECT SYNOPSIS
In the first episode of the film, famous Hollywood actors and film directors, as
well as athletes, winners of the Olympic Games and World Championships
were interviewed about the Formula of Success and the ways to achieve it.
Also, we go to the World Chess Cup in Sochi 2021 (July, August), where 256
of the smartest men on the planet and 128 of the smartest women on our
planet play chess.
There will be 255 losing men and 127 losing women in this tournament. And
after 8 rounds there will be only 1 winner among men and one winner among
women who win the final.
If the player loses once, they are eliminated. After each round, we will ask the
remaining players questions of interest to us and interview them, trying to
find the answers and derive the Success Formula, understand how many key
situations you need to know for success and how to apply this knowledge in
other areas of human knowledge.
We try to find out how do they achieve success and rise up to such a high
level.
We will communicate with the most famous people on the planet, including
World Champion Magnus Carlsen, World Champion Daniil Dubov, World
Champions Sergei Koryakin and Peter Svidler, Yu Yangyi (Chinese
Champion), Timur Gareyev (USA Champion) and many other famous people,
champions and their coaches from 98 different countries of the world.
By the end of the first episode part, we will receive the answer to the first
question: What is the formula for success?
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The speed of development in which we now live, does not allow us to
do and to think as all previous generations who lived before us did.
We can not do what we used to do and as we have been taught, if we
do, we will be defeated. Suddenly in our world a quite different logic
has begun.
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At the forefront moves the technology of speed
that looks to find not the shortest way, as it was
before, from point "A“ to point "B", but the
fastest way from point "A“ to point "B". Those
who find the fastest way are the winner. The
Chess game system and the new technology in
Super high-speed study of subjects in schools and
universities, sciences, arts, sports, etc. - will
show the audience how to do that. It can also be a
great model for China to do anything you would
want or like to learn - 10 times faster than the
conventional world methods and models.
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In the second episode of the documentary, we will try to find the shortest and most effective ways to
achieve success. We will find out which component of the formula is the basic one and how this
basic component was correctly used by all those who have ever achieved success. And why were
those who completely followed the formula of success and built it, but ignored the basic element of
success and inevitably suffered defeat. we get the answer on the question why some people get
success and some not.
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The next episode, will involve the most successful people on our planet, and we will develop
our theme in all directions and in many regions and countries of the world. The system
connects more than 70 world film festivals, as well as dozens of well-known TV channels and
TV presenters.
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In our next episode one of our leading
actors Timur Gareyev will visit China and
some Asian countries during his World
Tour. In China Timur also conducts a visit to
the chess clubs, fights with Chinese chess
masters, and comes to Chinese schools and
Universities to teach children blind chess.
Also he will visit many sport venues where
the Olympic games 2022 will take place.
In the same place in China, in Beijing, he
reveals his secrets of preparation, teaching
and memory training to the people and to
our project.
Also in China we ask all this questions to the
Top Chinese Champions and compare to the
answers which we already got at the World
Cup and other places within the past 7 years.

All of us from the moment of birth until old age are
surrounded by the so-called corporate culture. Its
purpose: to inspire a complex human inferiority. It
inspires you to mean something, just as long as you
are in a corporation or in any society. Without
corporation or without society - you're nobody.
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In the next episodes we find confirmation of the
possibilities for Super Speedy ways of studying the
sciences, arts and sports.
That is, we get practical confirmation that all this is
possible. We also move back in time and see how this all
developed within the past 7 years.
We find out how small children learn and train in many
areas of educations like learning languages by using our
Formula and Know How of fast speed education.

Several fundamental conclusions from the film.
1. Good luck and success does not come by chance. It
does not depend on the case.
2. Knowledge and experience of getting Success in
something can be used and applied in many other areas
of human knowledge. That is, they become universal and
fundamental.
3. The derived formula of success has several success
factors, the main ones are explained in the film. This
formula is universal and can be used by humanity
regardless of the place or time.
4. Dozens of issues arising in the course of questions,
find answers in the films, but they get other new
questions to which one still has to answer.
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If you want to know the Success Formula’s basic elements:
Watch our film and you will learn them ...

Main goal and idea of the project.
We are trying to build a scientifically based and time proven universal system of rapid effective cognition of the world.

Preliminary forecast of Sidney Ganis
On August 23, 2005, Ganis was elected President of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, serving a total of four consecutive one–year terms

Here is the general idea of this story that I immediately fell in love with: the story is based on real events, the basic idea
rises from the bottom to the top and the viewer is immersed in a world outside of their own. The documentary film has
several first "hooks" that allow the viewer to ask relevant questions: Can people have any Success Formula, can they
succeed or fail in this Rules of Success?
Most people want " ... to succeed here and now, effortlessly, fly through life ... " – It is, as I understand it, the main
objective while things like getting success are just one milestone on the journey of life. Thanks to their initial downfalls,
people will find something that they subconsciously sought. This acquisition will be more expensive than any state in
the eyes of the multibillion mass audience if it can somehow send not only benefit to the person who gains success, but
also to others as well.
Sidney Ganis (https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0304398/)
Won 1 Primetime Emmy. Another 4 wins & 2 nominations
*Sidney Ganis was born on January 8, 1940 in Brooklyn, New York City, New York, USA. He is a producer and actor,
known for Akeelah and the Bee (2006), Iron Man (2008) and Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo (1999).

The evaluation of the screenwriter John Milius.
He said in his reply to Sid Ganis about the idea
of this film.
Ultimately, our hero comes to understand that the "desire to make money" cannot be a real purpose in
life.
Only by finding meaning in his own life a chance to find it, will create something worthwhile. And it all
stems from the love of life in all its manifestations.
Love for one's neighbor, the opposite sex, children and parents. Love as part of divine providence and
its forms. Only true love in the broadest sense of the word gives meaning to what we achieve.
The meaning and value of your success is that it gives a form of love for a Creator. If you do you want to
live for yourself - live for others - is a Formula for Success today.
John Milius
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0587518/
Nominated for 1 Oscar. Another 3 wins & 5 nominations
* John Milius is a screenwriter and director who came to prominence in the 1970s, when he was associated with Francis Ford Coppola and the pre-Star Wars: Episode IV - A New
Hope (1977) George Lucas. Born on April 11, 1944 in St. Louis, Missouri, Milius was one of the first movie industry professionals to be a film school graduate

Alex Davidson
Director | Producer | Writer
Every art, sport, science captures the minds and hearts of specific people and contributes to their
development. Everyone will be successful in their own way, because by doing something at the behest of
the heart and comparing today's achievements with yesterday's, a person fixes them in their mind. This is
personal success, the fulfillment of a life program.
Outstanding athletes, chess players, scientists, artists, politicians, mastering the minds of millions, move
humanity forward in evolutionary development. This is a success of a completely different order. To carry
out such a mission requires a lot of preparation and not everyone is able to do it. This is the level of
geniuses and world champions and all outstanding people. The rest of the representatives of the earthly
family receive a ready-made path, and they can only follow it to the best of their abilities and desires,
internal motivation.

PROJECT PLAN
Pre-production: 2014 - 2021
Production: 2014 - 2021
Principal photography: 2014 - 2021
Post production: 2021
Success Formula will be in development through 2021 as the funding is secured, the production team
is completed and the cast is attached.
Final completion is scheduled for December 1st 2021
Invite to take part in one of the most popular and grossing film tentatively titled "Success
Formula"
Audience: 9-90 years old.
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COMPARABLES
Forrest Gump | 1994 |Robert Zemeckis | Drama, Romance | 142 min | 8,8
The Social Network | 2010 | David Fincher | Biography, Drama | 120 min | 7,8
jOBS | 2013 | Joshua Michael Stern | Biography, Drama | 128 min |5,9
The Fifth Estate | 2013 | Bill Condon | Biography, Drama, Thriller | 128 min | 6,1

This material has been prepared by Intellect Pictures. This document is for information and illustrative
purposes only and does not purport to show actual results. It is not, and should not be regarded as
investment advice or as a recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. Opinions
expressed herein are current opinions as of the date appearing in this material only and are subject to
change without notice. Reasonable people may disagree about the opinions expressed herein. In the event
any of the assumptions used herein do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. Any
investment related to the project described herein entails risk. There is no guarantee that investment will
achieve the desired results under all market conditions and each investor should evaluate the risk carefully.
No representation is being made that any account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits,
losses, or results similar to those discussed, if any. No part of this document may be reproduced in any
manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of Intellect Pictures. This information is
provided with the understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, that you will make your
own independent decision with respect to any course of action in connection herewith and as to whether
such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own judgment, and that you are capable of
understanding and assessing the merits of a course of action. Intellect Pictures does not purport to and does
not, in any fashion, provide broker/dealer, consulting or any related services. You may not rely on the
statements contained herein. Intellect Pictures shall not have any liability for any damages of any kind
whatsoever relating to this material. You should consult your advisors with respect to these areas. By
accepting this material, you acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing.
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